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Interest in crit ion-referenced t- ng (CRT) has accelerated in recent years,

particularly as individualized appro _hes to learning have become more prevalent.

This interest has lessened the emphasis placed on programs bas d only on broad

educational goals. Concep s have now been added to criterion-referenced testing

that suggest far-reaching, highly adaptable uses for group as well as individual

assessment. These concepts as described by Millman (1972) include the establish-

ment of large domains of items which collectively represent a preficiency standard

in a subject area; and the c nstruction of a matrix based on the total domain of

items (or item pool). The _atrix,- when used horizontally, provide- a set of either'

homogenous or heterogeneous item (indifficulty and f a ) that test a single

objective. When used verti ally, the matrix may be used to establish subtests of

items which sample complete cross-sections of items across the entire domain of

objectives for a subject area.

By making use of- the subtests as- detailed by Shoemaker 974) and-administe ing

them in equal number to approximately equal portions of a student population at

random, group- scores are yielded which provide group diagno tic i formation on

examineesf mastery of the objectives in a domain. As in the case of individual

scores obtained by traditional uses of CRT1S, the group is-compared to a standard

of achievement set by the criteria of the domain of objectives. The-group is not

compared to other-groups on broad educational goals as in norm-referenced tests.

.(S also Shoemaker, 1975.)

A New- k fo- Ach evement Testin

By-combining the concepts of criie-ion-referenced tests -and multiple- matrix

sampling as described above, it has been possible to establish crita-ia for com-

petency in the reading, mathematics and-language development programs for the

secondary level of compensatory_education in Los Angeles, California.

criteria have served to define the domains

These

program objectives. Items were



purchased or generated that represented competency in meeting the objectives.

The next step was to establish a matrix for each subject area as dascribd,

construct subtests and administer an experiemental testing framework that is

being analyzed and reviSed to match the instructional program. The testing

framework and the program are intended to become one and the same. The results

will ultimately provide information on how well the actual objectives of the

programs are being met, and suggest priorities for instru tional decisions about

the directions the overall programs should be taking.

The value of such results is that they offer group performance information,

quired for reporting to funding agencies of specially-funded programs. In addi-

tion to this, such group diagnostic scores serve to re-educate the communi y, the

press' the parents, the educators and the source of funding about the uses of

test scores. Since norm-referenced tests do not offer group diagnostic in rma-

tion, but only a ce parison of groups to one another acleoss diverse populations

and on generalized skills, they are not useful in making competency-based educa-

tional decisions for priorities in program content. The much more specific i--

formation provided by group assessment with domain-referenced tests using muleple

matrix sampling is far more enlightening, since it specifies what the group can

and cannot do as the result of the objectives implemented in a program.

Normative Data Ftom the Framework?

A further possible use of criterion-referenced

the norming of the test results.

s for group assessments exis s

p inted out by-Roudbush (1974), CTB/McGra

Hill has already conducted research to determine the relationship between no

referenced and criterion-referenced tests. Their initiai_findings were that wel

written, comprehensive criterion-referenced tests may be able to produce norm-

referenced test r suits about as well as norm-referenced tests. This relationship



will beinvescigated in the present project as a cmponent of interpreting re-

sults obtained from administering the framework.

three-year period, framework test results will be compared to sc res

achieved by the same population on appropriate levels of the CTB/McGraw-Jiill

Comprehensive Tests of Basic Skills. Should the framework prove by this compari-

son tà produce normative data, the way would then be open to eliminate redundant

sting programs by using the framework for both criterion-referenced and norma-

tive data. Thls would help to meet the need for both types of evaluation that

exists in specially-funded educational programs.

Uses of the FrameWork _ dividu l Dia nostic Pur.oses

The establishment of the matrix based on a large item pool a so offers an .oppor-

tunity for individual diagnostic measurements. As mentioned above, the matrix,

when sliced horizontally-contains many items covering a sinsle objective in a

subject area.- Sets of diasnostic tests on single objectives or on small numbers

of objectives may then be constructed. This increases the flexibility of the item

pool or domain and provides educators with even more detailed assessments of

student performances based on the same domain of objectives.

Tssues of Test_Securit

.By maintaining consistency be_ een the program objective3 and -the evaluation-

criteria in all three forms t,f evaluation.mentioned above, the need for traditional

-tekt secUrity is. eliminated. The program content and the test content become.-

identical in what they require a student to demonstrate. Then, because the item

pool is large (several hundred items) and because there are multiple fo_ _s of

the test, it is no longe_ possible for-the test to be memorized, A student may

get any one _ the various forms of the subtests during an examination.



Insructipnal Applications for the Framework

Teachers can use the testing framework's domain of objectives to plan program

content. Results from pretests will show a class's and a. grade level's perfor-

mance on all the -objectives. The .idea will then be actually to teach to the

framework's em format and difficulty, since it has been the program's objectives

Idlich determined the item pool content in the first place.

Treining Techers_to yse .the Framework

It will be necessary to conduct training sessions for teachers in the use of data

from these domain-referenced achievement tests. This need fo- training was

described by Shoemaker (1974) as being an essential component of convertinp:, to

such a testing program. He states the folloWing: "The critical ingredient here

is c eating a domain-referenced achievement testing atmosphere within the class-

room and reorienting the teachers and students so that 'teaching specifically to

the stv--or item domain, is perfectly acceptable and the primary goal of in-

struction." (p. 157) Test results from the framework are intended to provide

group information specific enough about instructional needs that a teacher

be, able to focus directly on skills and concepts in need of strengthening.

would

Flexibilit of the _Item .Fool:s

An additional advantage of building a testing framework on an item pool or domain..

is that it allows an entire district (perhaps even a e) to unify itself around

a pool of tems which form a composite of their various programs. Individual
. .

schools (or districts) may thn select those areas of the. domain for which they

wish to be held:responsible._ In other words, they may identify the portions of

the domain they are actually trying to reach. When tests are administered acr ss

he entire domain, the results show how well their studenta are doing on areas-

that are not being formally taught in their partic-lar program as well.



The ground has al _ady been broken in this district for such: assessment to take

place on a _broader scale. The Los Angeles Unified School District (LAUSD) is a

large district (732,000 students) -:ith a composite of _pecially-funded programs

serving 142,248 students as of school year 1975- 6. Approximately 14,000 of

these students are involved in the secondary public schools portion of the pro-

grams. The state evaluation office for secondary ESEA Title-I funded programs

has granted LAUSD permis ion t_ compose its own version of a testing framework

for language development. The framework is currently being built and is based on

itten by educators in the secondary compensa-a language development curriculum--

tory education program especially for the needs of the students involved. Again,

the domain of objectives is the same for the program and the testing framework.

acceptance of thls type data at the state level for specially-funded pro-

grams is a valuable precedent to have set. It is hoped that its use by the state

to determine program effectiveness will se ve to demonstrate the much more compre-

hensive nature of criterion-referenced test data for assessment of group perfor-

mance as compared to the limited info .ation obtained-from norm-referenced

.standardized tests.

It is further -hoped that the success -of the framework would create an opening for

the possibility of state-wide item pools and testing framework- in subjects taught

as component: ally-funded programs.

Applications of the Framework

The final product _f this project is expected to be a testing framework fo- asse s-

ment of group performance in the subject areas of reading, mathematics and language

development at the secondary level in compensatory education programs in Los

Angeles. It:is fully expected that the fra e ork will be transportable to other
_

districts conducting programs of a similar nature and with similar popu ations.



The actual process by which the framework is built can also be made transportable.

A model for the construction of testing frameworks for group performance in any

subjedt area and for any grade level will be de: loped. By using the model, dis-

tricts anywhere in the country will be able to establish testing frameworks to--

match their programs. The actual fo at of the model has hot yet been determined,

but it may consist of such camponen s as.

1) a written description of the steps to follow methods to use, and types

onnel to involve pos ible expenses, time tables and evaluation

designs to use.

audio-visual aids to illustrate the above.

3) a 1_ t of aVailable consultant services.

4) an annotated bibliography of resources in profe sional literature that

relate to the construction and use of such fraMeWorks.

Methods for the norming of comprehensive triterion-reicrenced test resilts will

els- be included in the process model if the attempt to carry this o-t beomes

successful component of the pro ect.



Trocedures_for Constructing_ the Testing Framework

The process of designing and constructing the testing frameworks for assessment

of grOup performance on item domains is already well under way for the Los Angeles

secondary compensatory education programs.

Slightly different procedures were used _for constructing each of the frameworks

for reading-, mathematics, and language arts, iffering an opportunity to %ampere

differences in approaches to some of the tasks involved Basic tasks in each are:

1. Construction of Conten Maps/Generation-of Test Items

.2. Scoring Procedures and Statis _cal Methods of Evaluating the Tests

3. Tryout and Use of- the Tests

4. Revision/Refinement of Tests_

Construction of Conten Generation of Test Items

Alternative Approaches to Defining the_Test Domain -- The domains of

objectives for the three frameWorks were defined with three different

approaches, although similar types of personnel were used in each case.

The approaches, personnel, and working titles for the frameworks are

described below.

Framework for Assessment in _--ad FAIR):

Series of workshops were he d in November and December 1975 in which

coordinators of reading programs at the school level and a reading

-

teacher from each of three inner-city junior-high schools were'

present. Also included were three reading-content advisors from

administrative offices in the district, a district-hired content

expert from Southwest Regional Laboratories, and an evaluator from



the research and evaluat on branch for specially-funded programs

Los Angeles.

The objectives in the domain for this framework (or content map) were

selected from a scope end .sequence of the objectives for reading that

exists as part of a reading management progr used in the district.

This program, entitled Developmental Reading Progr___ (DRP), was

written by the-district and published through Paul Amidon and Asso-
A

ciates in Minneapolis, Minnesota (Copyright 1972).

The portions of the scope and sequence that represented reading pro-

gram content in the three junior high schools were _eleated to define

whet is meant by reading In the secondary compensatory education pro-

grams in this city. A total of 46 objectives were adopted covering a

fairly wide range of skills. It was felt this would be necessa y to

accommodate the wide range of below-grade achievement levels in the

programs while providing enough ceiling in the domain to discover what

students already know about wha_ may not have been taught formally.

Framework for Assessment n Mathematics FAIM

The workshops held to determine the domain of objectives in mathematics

involved personnel in the same categories of positions as listed under

FAIR (see abov ). The only difference was that all positions dealt wi h

mathematics programs only. These workshops also took place in November-

and December 1975.

What did vary was the means by which the dome n of objec ves or con-

tent map) was defined. In the FAIM wel.kshop, its members generated the

objectives for -athematics based on their experiences with what is

actually taught and theIr knowledge of-Math eontent. They did not
1 0

8
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froiTi a scope and sequence of objectives specified by a pre-existing

packaged managemen_ system. The mathematics domain was defined to

represent the range of skills and knowledges dealt with in the city's

secondary COMpensatory education mathematics programs. As in FAIR, a

certain amount of extra ceiling was added to the domain to detect

serendipitous learnings. Sufficient floor was allowed as in FAIR to

accommodate the range of belo grade achievement levels of students

in these pr grams.

Framework for Asse en t in En:lish Skills

The domain -f objectives (or content map) for language development

skills and concepts was defined independently of the workshops foi

FAIR and FAIM. These workshopa were held during summer 1975 for the

purpose of defining and generating a curriculum management system for

this sukie area. The entire package was designed to meet the in-

structional. needs of secondary compeosatory education students in

language development.

ESEA Title 1 personnel nglish teachers, school program coordinators,

and content advisors in language development) worked together to

define and write a domain of objectives that would descr be the

language development program for the targeted student population.

The group has subsequently produced the cu --_iculum package in the

form of a management system. The coordinators of the language deve

opment programs have been trained in the use of this system and began

implementing it in their school programs in the-fall of this year as a

field test of the materials.

The process of working from the domain of objectives for this syste:

ii



to produce a matrix of test items organized into subtests has

already been carried out. The selection of the items is discussed

in the next subsection.

Item Generating Procedures -- Test i e-s for the three testing frameworks

were acquired in three basic ways. They were purchased from item banks,

used with copyright releases from publishers or generated by workshop

members and by curriculum developers as in the case of items for FAIES.

all cases items were selected or revised to have four answer choices.

-amework or Assessment ad FAIR):

Test items were selected from two sources of previously existing collec-

tions of items. These were the pre-and posttests for the Developmental

Reading Program (DRP) mentioned earlier, and the National Assessment of

Educational Progress releasedexercises published through the Superin-

tendent of DocuMents, U. S. Government Printing Officei Washington, D.C.,

July 1973. Items contained in the DRP were generated by that programfs

developers.

The items from DRP were already coded to the ob ectives as part of-.the:-

management system _f that program. It was a simple matter, then, to

locate and select test items to assess performance on objectives.

some cases, however, items were revised forjgreater relevancy to sec-

ondary level students. (The portion of the DRP used was origina ly

written as a progra elementary student

Items tacen from the National Assessment of Educational Progress

materials were used only in:the first exPerimental edition of FAIR.

Since these s have been normed they were incl ded only for the

purpose of comparison with similar items in the tests that

_ y are not included in:subsequent

AO 12
editions._

.{



Where there were insufficient numbers of items available in the DRP

materials or where existing items were inappropriately formated, work-

shop-members generated test items based on the specifications o

objective end by drawing upon their knowledge of the content of reading.

Framework_ for Assessmeht in Mathematics FAIM):

CO-OP items in mathematics e purchased from the University

achusetts. This item pool consisted'of test items generated by public

school and university personnel to cover fhe mathematics domain typical

of 1,average students in grades_4 -,9.

These items had full copyright releases on them and covrcd a wide

range of_Skills and kno ledges with large pools of items. Sinte the

items were labeled te) indicate the skill represented by them, workshop

members were able to select those that _matched the-objectives,in the

domain for FAIM. It weS discovered, however, that several of the items

picked were improperly written. Corrections of errors were made bY

workshop members before the printing of the first experimental edition

In same cases, this correction necessitated the writing of a completely

new item. The new items were modeled after the intent of the original

items and formated similarly if appropriate.

Additional-Items were purchased from Instruct omil Objectives Exthange

or IOX at UCLA. These_also had full copyright releases. Not many o

_

these items were used since few of them matched the domain of Objectives

-7deVeloPed--TOrJAIM.

Trameork for Asses-meetin E h Skills PAIES):

In the summer workshop for FAIES, curriculum management system _aterials

develo -d by the workshop members foril pguage development instruction':



were available.

had written and

matter to select,

These curricultmt developers used the objectives they

eir extensive knp ledge of the content of the subject

amplesof items from the curriculum materials -These

samples served as models for themselves and other writers to generate

items for the objectives With'some consistency. After the items were

written, fellow workshop members critiqued the ability

actUally leat the skill described in the objective.

Of the three

the items to: ,

ethods used for selection of items for the framework, the one':

used:for FAIR has proved;most successful= The

based on

the district

'fact that the items were part"

provenfflanagement system alrecdy field,.tested and in use in

seems to have been beneficial.- The use of the FAIR in f

ing has produced the least amount of criticism of items for their

appropriatenesS to the age and ability-levels

--
Still to come for all three portions of the framework, are workshops

which teachers and various content experts will critique test items

validity and for racial, e hnic and sexual bia

eld

Each-set of tests Will- also be subjected to

purpose of. _ning idea6 on content for tes
_

the students taking them.

--ritique by students for the

items that would be of interest

Critiques on the items in FAIM to date indicate that teachers fee many of

the items are too difficult for students in the program This raises an-3--
interesting issue,since it was teachers

program who selected the items for FAIM.

and coordinators fro the same

The cencluSiOnneed-nOt be-that

this method of item seleCtion is invalid, but simply that-ipitfalls:ere

volved. Those selecting itemt :ay:have tendency to overestimate student

achievement ,levels:and provide iteMs beYond the capabili.y of the students...-

14
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Those administering the tests in reacting the phenomenon

bility, :ay have a tendency to underestimate s udent achie

suggest the elim nation of tems that ay in fact be within

of accounta-

ment, and

the

a progra7

The th:7ng- o be aware of here is that both_tendencies occur, and can be

reduced at least by cautioning those selecting the items about

estimating student abilities. Data obtained from fielettesting

the infori

the

over-

provides:

tion necessary for adjusting the difficulty of items during

revision process. A range of difficulty can then be provided _tp

challenge bUt hot over helm students Ile idea is to have,enough ceiling

on the Fri_ ework to measure growth_ in the achievement of the group, but

also to provide enough bottom and middle range to comprehensively diagnose

the group0a performance on the actual heart of:the program.

The method of item selection for FATES has proved unsuccessful but not

because the actual method used is inherently bath The selection of items

from an unfield-tested collection of materials simply produced a set of

tests that did not ciosely enough define the paraMeters of the language

development programs being teated. Also, since the items used were

actually drawn from much shorter_pretests for a management package, their

at did not lend itself to longer tests. As a result, It is necessary

conduct workshops involving various content experts (teachers coordi-to

nators of reading programs, and district curriculum consultants) during

which the content map (or domain of skills and concepts)

development component for compensatory edUcation af the

will be.def ned .

be re-written o-

for th language

econdarY-leVel

ill have toOride these are defined, the existing items

a new source of items located.

One of the crucial. steps Left out of the item selection process for FAIES

1



was the involvement of content experts-who-ac ually deal -ith the program

studentsjn deciding which skills and concepts are.definitive of the

grog a 's objectives.

Test Construction_Procedures Inthe case of all three frameworks

--re constructed in the same manner.

domains were arranged in a matrix as sho

The item6 in the

tive were arranged in the row for that objective

especti-

a single objc -

on the matrix. The rows

objectives represent the subdomains of single skilla Or concepts for the

e ork and for the prograth to be evaluated.-

of

ItemS testing a single objective are arranged randomly in a row.

tests

a sub-

are built by cutting the matrix vertipally and using all the ite

a column.

AMPLE MATRIX*

Subtests

6 10

.

2

ems i
subdoma

1 - 10

11 -20

21 r: 30

-31 r 40

-41 - 50

51 60

etc. through.
item 500

-Figure 1

*For a hypothetical domain of 50 objectives having 500 items in the item pool.



Index n Test Items to Curriculum D a n c P

cases of the testing fremeworks,the obje-

given code numbers.; Sin

oses In all three

the test domain were

e the domains of objectives are descriptive of the

respective programs involved all test items are also coded to indicate the

which they are written. Then, by referring to these code

numbers When reporting test results will be possible to -eportAliagnos

tic information- to teacher

tives in the entire domain

entire subtes

on students abilities to perform on the objec-

(This relates to students, abilities to complete:

s. See the discussion of test length below.)

Scorin Procedures and Sta stical Methods of Eva uat he Tests

rhods of Estjmatin e in Scorea

pr _ary goals of implementin

mine level of achievement of the secondary compensatory education students

the test

As mentioned earlier

frameworks is to be able

one of the

deter-

in Ws Angeles over the three item domains-fo

guage development.

eading Mathematics and Ian-

To acc plish this, the technique of multiple matrix samp ing desc ibed

earlier'is being And will-be used to administer both experimental and final-

editions of the tests. e subtests -f items ft -'the three _omains are

intended _-_ be administered to randomly selected subgroups of students_in_

gradea 7 - 12; Although different subgroups take different subtests it is

pointed out by Sho aker (1974) that the paramete estimated will be these

that would have been obtainedJf all studenta_had been tested on everT item

in the domain. It is, then, the ability of multiple matrix sampling to

estimate achievement on 1- ge domeips items that makes it so valuable In

assessing group achievement Jnce traditional:Perm-referenced tests only:

give this estimat on a:ve-- limited number of items. ':A further advantagev

17



is that although a te Ang domai- may cemist of 50.0 items each student

takes a subtest of only 50 items'. When ell the subtest::scores are coMbined,

a composite:score is obtained 0. each -objective scross the _ultiples of

comparable items on_ell fubtests.

As explained by Shoemake (1974), "the results ob ained from each subtest

are used to estimate all parameters
-

on_a single subdomain of items on an objective across all- subtests; the

interest ' (P. 170 This means that

results obtained on the same item type in each subtest are a- eged'or

pooledto p

Standarderrors

-oduc the Single best estimate that skill:or-concept.

iinate computed for each estima_

by using_data obtained from all subtests.

d skill or concept-

Th_ pooled estima

bution _f score

e of a skill or concept is used to es imate the dis

Establishing Cutoffs -- The process of determining which areas of the domain

should be completed with c

something that will evolve

petency by-any grade level i

-erection of teadhers with tes

sults. t was mentioned earlier that an advantage of working from a domain_

objectives is that personnel operating a prograff-tanSeledt those areas

_the_domainfor whichlthey feel_it_is_reasonable to_be held responsible._

---
It will be necessary fOr teachers and administrators to ha

thethree framewo ks and the type of achievement data they provide befo e.

decisions can be made at the school level about criteria for levels of compe-

Such competency criteria might demon-tendy across the domain of objectives.

strata readinesajo- students to exit-from-compensatory education programs.-

Normative date_on grade equivalents for achievement within a subdOmain or

across the entire domain of objectives may help to establish such cutoffs.



co rse,. can only be done if it proves -ossibleto obtain normative

da on the testing frame.k. (See above disc _-ion TINormati

the FrameworkV°

Determining /est Length -- The first experimental edi.t ons of FAIR and FAIM

administered in the spring of 1976. At that time each of the subtests

for FAIR were 51 items long. When test results were analyzed after this'

rst field testing of the frameworks, it was found that significant numbers

f students were unable to complete the latter Portions of the subtests.

Since FAIR and FA1M lain-referenced tests, it is necessary:thet studen

have sufficient time -o attempt-ell items on an entire' subtest; As a result,

the'second experimental editions being adminiStered in_summer 1976 have been

revised to reduce their length as foll--s

Framework for _s-essment in Reading (FAIR):

the National Assessment of Educational Progress ma erials

were eliminated. This reduced each subtest by five items, leaving 46

items in each. Since the items dropped were included only for compari-

son purposes, the actual item:pool represented In:FAIR was not reduceth

_,Framework for Assessment in Mathematics_ (FAI

It was felt that the length of time involved in solving the mathemat cs

problems of FA1M subtests was at fault in students not completing-e1

-items. Not wishing to reduce the actual- item' pOol, a-solution is

:worked Out whereby:the _en original subtests were increased t fifteen

subte

subtes s fri sequential order.

of the

This was done by distributing the 500 items throughout fifteen

d distributed

,In other words, the first fifteen ite

toeach of the fifteen subtests. Subse

19
7
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quent items were similarly distributed. (See figure below. ) This

meant that each subtest no longer contained identical SubdoMains

Scoring:forthi_ change will be handled by ad -_sting the_

rompUter4Togramiused to anaJ.yze _the_data.

SED MATRIX FOR FAI

Subtests

10 1 2 1 14 1:

14

and so on ..

Figure

A = Addi ion

S = Subtraction

M =.Multiplication__

-0 = DiviSion

and_so on
through 57
objectives

Framework for the Assess ent of En h Skills (FAIES):

The Framework for Assessment of English Skills was field tested in

January TheJength of subtests for this first editioni- 30
_

items. Indications are that format and difficu1tyofitems make it

impossible at this time to determine whether ornot students -coul&

complete a 30-item test with more appropriate items.

field testing of the firs

analyzed for pr ble

Th item response:count obtained'from the

experimental editions of the frameworks has been

ith individual test items. Consistent responses to

the same distracter in an item ware noted. _The_ item was then analyzed to



check on the- possibility of misleading .cohtent-or

Reading and mathematics- content-Advisors from ESEA Title

the district.and ESEA .Titla I coordinators of..reading and

programs in schools were called in to make judgments on those items. Items

found to be unacceptable by. these groups.were-revised to meet thenecessary

criteria. in same cases ite s were discovered that were responded

correctly, but did not actually measure performande -n the objective with

which they Were identified.

tent and formats.

These:were completely.re-written with ne- don7

Determining Reliability and Validity of Subdomain Scores --

Raliabilit Coefficient Alpha -will be computedIfor each content--

subdomain within each testing frame

estimating

ark.- The procedur- used for-

he necessary components of variance (necessary statistics

estimating coeffidient alpha) when

giVen-bY Shoe_ ker (1973).-

atrix sampling is used is

Validity: The testing frameworks developed here are-centent valid

in that the content of each framework is that,agreed:upon byl all

advisory panel -embers as representing -hat is or Shauld be-taught by

teachers to Title I students. Each fr -ework demonstratei-additionally

-
construct validity,because the associated items are operational defini

ns of constructs defined by the content map.

Out-and Use of Testsi_

Field Testing of the Frame orks -- Both FAIR and FAIM have already been

field_tested in the spring and summer of 1976, d January of 1977. te _

_ analysis by _ampute_ and critiques onitem content_and_test format b
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teachers and programadv

The' second and third edit

illust

sub eet areas have been obtained

incorporated'changes'in. test direc_ ons;

ns, distractors and any portions of item content that may have

been misleadin or unrepresentative of the objectives

The field test

a test

ng of t_ese second and third experimental edi

f the test. Therefore, the results will not be used

student achievement.

revision.

ons is still

o'assess:

Instead, they will be used to detect- further needs for

The groups involved in hese uses --he frameworks are as follows

alt ESEA Title I students in grades 7 through

2,000 sixth grade ESEA Title I students

2,400 control students from grades 6 (1,200),

not having ESEA Title I programs

200 in schools

Each time the frameworks are administere one-third of each group listed

above will be given FAIR, one-third FAIN and one-third FAIES. Selection

of Subgroups of students to rece ve the three frameworks is made randomly,.

Norming_of the Frameworks -- Over a three-year period, program assessment

through the continued parallel use of the Comprehensive Tests of Basic

-will be compared with results from FAIR and FAIM. Overall

co pared to the number of iteMs ans

fraMeWorks in an Attempt to extract normative data from FAIR, FAIN.

1 be an attempt to establish-local norms based on the use of



revision process is taking place.. Selected students and teachers involved

the secondary compensatory education programs:are being asked to

ipate in workshops item revision.

,possible t- be more relevant to

partic-

The object is to alter items where

the interests, maturity level and cultural

backgrounds-of the students in_the_programS.--

Suggestions are being:asked for on changes in Illustrations, contents of

-paragraphs for comprehension items, contents of graphs and word problems

jt is hoped:that such_revisions will draw upon current ,interests pf the

students, and add relevance and humor to the Items, allowing students to

identify with the contents of the subtests.

Effects olClassroom nvironment on Achievemen Test resu ts obtained

from the fall 1977 testing will he analyzed to deterMineHthe _bjectiveson:

which students can and cannot perform.

Schools h poor results and schools:with very good,results (in-both experi-

mental and_control_sroups) will bejdentified. Clas

will then be rand-

room these-:groups-

y selected for aistudy of those attributes'that comprise

-the:instructibnal program in that setting. Such factors as management

systeMs:used, cOntent covered And personnel, used-Will be nnt6di Obierva-

,tiong will_be made Of whatstudents teachers and administratorS do

in the classroom setting. These evaluations will be conducted over a

three-year pe iod to determine what progressive effects result fr

verting to domain-referenced testing and its use over that period o

-released_to the teachers o

After test resul

the examinees in the fall, each teacher
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questionnaire.asking theM to rate and, describe, the value

domain referenced test results to their program. Of interest to this

project will be effects of the achievement information on such things as :

classroom practices, teaching methods, student attainment -and general: pro-

gram:organization.

The same questionnai e 11 be administered to the teachers after the

-spring testing results are_released.

Also'inciuded will be questi_ns

from domain.referenced te

tests.

about the value of test results obtained-

versus those obtained from norm-referenced

Training of_Teachers for Use of the FramewOrks Two:.ty-_s of inservice

training will be necessary to Implement effect ve use of the frameworks.

These will involve thelollowing:

Instructing teachers on the administration of the framework

?

Explaining the meaning of the-test-results, how they differ fr

norm-referenced test results,,and how the resul s may be applied

to the program to make instructional decisions.

_ Parent inservice -- The parenta of examinees will be offered information on

the characteristics and intent of the domain-referenced tests. Differences

fram norm-eferenced tests will be discussed and

the frameworks will explained.
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